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STUDENTS!

Frank Smith,
at 104 Congrcsi: Street.

This space is reserved for
THt JEWELERS,
S. H. Dod}re & Son.

Wants to supply you with Fine Station
ery, Books and School Supplies. Any
Book wanted, if not on hand, will be
promptly supplied and often at much
less than regular rates. Please bring
your want list to the EMPORIUM.
You will always be welcome, and
every possible advantage in price.
guaranteed.

Frank Smith.

P. s.•• A Oood Fountain Pen for 75 Ccnb,

HEADQUARTERS FOR .;1, .;1,

6ymnasium � Sbo�s,

�o1.

..,c ALSO THE LATEST DESIGNS IN

SCHOOL SHOES, DRESS SHOES,
and PARTY SLIPPERS.
WE LEAD, OTHERS FO..LOW.

Fred S. Horner's Cash Shoe Store,

106 Congress Street.
Special Attention in Htting Rubber,:;.

hils bc1:n doing-\. url-\ for th\.' ormal
and "-ormal �tudcn(s rur 15 ,cors.
trh pricl."s <111<1 ,. orl-\ ore oll ri2·ht. Ill'"
ts; an l.'dS<I fcllo\. fo net dl qu.iink<I ,. it!)
<1 nd \. il t be !JI.id to cc QOU
:24 \\'nshington St.
l>D\\ n St111r�
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LOOK FOR �

�
Waterman,
� Photographer,
.,M

l22 CONGRESS STREET.

H. FAIRCHILD,
THE=,..-

Ypsilanti mineral Batb eo.t

OPEN EVERY l)A Y.
SATURDAY UNTIL ro P. M.
SUNDAY UNTIL 12 NOON.
TRY ONE OF THE TONIC RATHS WHEN
YOU ARE TIRED. IT WILL REST YOU.

Proprietor of

CITY MEAT MARKET,
Special attention giv.'!n to Students' Trade.
Coupons give, on all cash purchases.

No. 1 4 Hu rori Street .

..................................

M_atl). 5tein,
No. 25 Huron Street.

rs tho LPndln1t �cbool of Ru•trwes nnd $borth11nd. )ff\l(
nlfice1.i hn!ldiug; nin,· teocbers: lurl(e utLtndttnw: i;ood diR·
cl1,hne; super,or work; wt•II bu11plied rc11dl1111 room: da11)'
lc•ctur<•r-; Hut.11rdny (>Yf'ntnµ, recf"ptions; opeu tlle t�ntfre ye1u·.
t<:xcpptlonul rucl I I ties f, •r pine! nic bl uclcnts In posit Ions-short·
h1u11l 1tnuh111te� gull.ra11tet>d them. LivinJC Pxoenses from f,2
to $:?.iij per wc<.'k jn privuto fumilit·-S· For :N°C'w Cutato�uc,
P. H. CLl::AltY, P1u:s.
lld<lress

Fine Confectiouery, Cigars, and Tobacco.

..................................

LOOK

and see what you can get FREE. Commcnc•
ing on the 20th of September and continuing
for two weeks we will laundry I Collar and I Pair of Cuffs
Free of Cost to all new customers who will give us a trial.

GEM LAUNDRYt 14 E. Cross Street.

Ypsilanti Savings Bank
Cor. Congress and Huron Streets.

YPSILANTit

MICHIGAN.

E. N. COLBY,

JEWELER AND STATIONER.
\Vatches, Clocks, Jewelery, Stationery and School Sup
plies at bottom prices. \Vatch cleaning $100.

No. 37 Cross Street.

� � � �
Harb�r Sbop,
Stud�nts'-�
Opposite Hawkins House.
Shop in the City. $ $

$

$

Finest Thru Chair

READER & CORBEIL.

Ladies' Shampooing and Hair Dmsing.
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Phillips Bros.,

=

»�pot.

All Kinds of Fresh
Provisions, Bread, other
Baked Goods and Groceries
at the Lowest Prices.

no. 21 Eross Strw.

Alban & Johnson,
CLOTHIERS and
GENTS' FURNISHERS,
Have the Largest Stock of

READY MADE CLOTHING,
�ATS and CAPS,

DENSMORE & FELL. SATCHELS, UflBRELLAS,

. Clotl)iers, .

AT TIIE COI{NER.

Oo toi:::::::,,,.-

and GENTS' FURNISHINGS
IN YPSILANTI.

E. E. Tri1n
Fore::,,..-

t
• ... rlne Shoes at Popular Prices. mercbantttailoring 4tSl)�Cialty.

[¢Wis��� mcKinstry,

l 3 N. Huron Street.
-ume carr)? a fnil line of Staple ant>
jfancr G;roccries, Ucgctables, jfrutt
ant> Confections.
Students' orders will receive careful atten
tion. We give Trading Stamps.

New Phone No. 6. .:J. JI. .:J.

A Business Opportunity

doesn't always mean a chance to
get work. It's a bu,iness oppor
tunity to have a chance to save
money on every piece of furniture
you buy. We give you that chance
at this store.

WALLACE & CLARKE,
5 Union Block.

F. C. BANGHART,

PROPRIETOR PALACE MEAT MARKET.
207 Congress Street.
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GRIEVE & EARL,

Excelsior Bakery,
40 E. Cross Street.

F I N E BAKE.

You can ob
tain goods and leave orders at
the Normal Book Store.

Studtnts Sbould Buv

� WOOD �

.:/, .� at HAYNOR'S Wood Yard, Comer of

Washington and Pearl Streets. .:,. Good Wood. .:,. Prices
Reasonable. ·" Delivery Prompt. .:,. Luve Orders at
Zwergel's.
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�BOSTON�

SHO E STORE
Carries one of the Finest Lines of Ladies'
and Gentlemens' Up-to�Date Shoes
in the City.

9·1 1 Huron St.

@

MISSES M. & H. JENKS.

f {ove:rs.

(3!

Choice Cut Flowers at

norton's � 6r��nhons¢,
LOWELL STREET.

..l\'UGHT6-AN

CENT[\AL

0 Tho N, 1&,1ra Fall, Routo.t•

·""""\. .P>; _..---..-

H. D. WELLS.

H. C. FISK.

Wells & Fisk,
GROCERS.

First-Class Goods and Low Prices, Our
A FIRST.CLASS LINt FOR FIRST-CLASS TRAVEL.
Motto.
Chicago=---New York----=Boston,
Club Patronage Solicited.
Via NIAOAR.A FALLS und BUFFALO.
123 Congress St., Ypsilanti, Mich.

A Summer Note Book.
de�crlptlvc or Xlnp;,tra Fnll�. Mackinac J�lnnd, Adirondack
)lountnlns, the 'l'housan1l l�land� ""d ruphls of th<> St. Lnw
renc<>. the C,tt<klll \lount11ln� and llcrk�hft·p ll!lls. tht• Whit<'
Mountains and Nf'w Enp;hmd Cou�t. Rnd other !--u111m1•r lle
sorl.!I of Northern \1 ich1g,rn and the East, r1•vfscll nnd pro
fusely lllustrated wlll be �l'llt for JU cents J)(lSt.uge.
JOS. S. HALL,
0. W. 1:tUOGl,ES,
Gen'I Pn�s·r Rnd l'kt. Agent,
\Ilcbfgun Pass'r Agent,
Cbtcairo.
Detroit.
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Students Jllways Welcome.
�

\Ve have the

Our

Bicyel¢ Cil'¢ry

LARGEST and JIOST COMPLETE

. . is . .

�EWLY EQUIPPED
..,

Stock of

BICYCLES

with

and

and

In \Vashtenaw County.

We defy competition and invite inspection.

I IT PAYS TO !RAD� AT I

Samson's Music and Bicycle Headquarters.
SJ7 CROSS ST.

One Block East from Normal.

5J7 CROSS ST.
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THE A . A . A. S. AND 13. A . A . S.

T

RY !!. A. STRONG.

H E management of the NORMAL NEWS
asks me to write a few words descriptive
of the recent meetings of the American Associa
tion for the Advancement of Science at Detroit
and the British Associatton for the Advance
ment of Science at Toronto. In complying with
this request it seems to me best to make the
article rather comparative than descriptive and
to insist more upon the organic and vital feat
ures of these great representative bodies than
upon incident and detail. For incident, as for
example how the average citizen found snakes
and toads crawling out of his shoes o' mornings,
or the effect of scientific lens when brought to
bear upon the hotel cimices; and, for detail, as
for example how Lord Kelvin wore his hair, or
how Lord Lister thrust his head forward and
gesticulated with his chin in the eagerness of his
exposition, reference may be made to the daily
newspapers.
The British Association was formed in 1 830
with the declared purpose of '· giving a stronger
impulse and a more systematic direction to
scientific inquiry; of promoting the intercourse
of those who cultivate Science in different parts
of the British Empire with one another and
with foreign philosophers; and obtaining a more
general attention to the objects of Science and
a removal of any disadvantages of a public
kind which impede its progress." The Ameri
can Association was formed about twenty years
later with substantially the same objects in view
and with an organization quite similar to that
of the British prototype. Both have a i med
from the first to be missionary bodies, going
out from the centers of scientific activity into
all parts of the domain which they represent
ancl endeavoring in less favored regions to
awaken interest in the results and in the spirit
and methods of science. To carry out this
purpose of popularizing science both institu-

tions have stoutly resisted the most advantage
ous offers to become permanently lor,ated i n
one place; both, for a time at least, kept their
membership fees low; and both began by hav
ing popular evening addresses, and by keeping
a portion of the papers and demonstrations well
within the comprehension of all intelligent peo
ple. And it must be said m general that both
have nobly attained the ends which they pro
posed to themselves in the formation of these
soc1et1es. Their annual meetings have come to
be events of national importance; governments
have derived or have changed their policies in
obedience to their utterances; and scientific
progress l)as to a quite wonderful degree been
stimulated and g•iided by their efforts. But
hardly in the same degree. Unquestionably
the British Association is a far more important
factor in British than is the American Associa
tion in American science. Upon purely scien
tific questions the British ministry has given
heed to the deliverances of the B. A. far more
fre<]uently than has the American government
to its namesake; its annual meeting has roused
far higher public interest; and so it is no won
der that the current of scientific thought has
flowed far more deeply and strongly through the
British than the Americ:m channel. One would
look in vain among the papers and addresses of
our own association for any utterance ,v hich
has roused public attention and moved and
directed scientific inquiry with anything like
the vigor and permanence of the address of
Herschel at Cambridge in 1845, of Huxley at
Live1 pool in 1870, of Tyndall at Belfast in 1874,
of Lord Rayleigh at Montreal in 1884, or even
of Lord Salisbury at Oxford in 18941 and the
number might be largely increased. Titles and
aristocratic connection do undoubtedly count
for much in the British Association and yet the
society has been so loyal to science that no man
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of second rank has ever been al:>le to climb
into the presidential ch air. Would that as
much could be said for its American congener'.
The numerous titles appended to the names of
many of the official members of the B. :\. are
titles earned by something actually accom
plished for the advancement of human knowl
edge and not by the accident of birth Now it
would not be right to say that any man, utterly
without scientific tastes and affiliations, can by
mere wire pulling and intrigue gain high place
in the American Association; but it is at least
true that we rarely put forward our best men.
Modest greatness is not sought out and honored
as in England. The scientific " worker " of our
Association can in many cases show no scienti
fic work. This l think accounts for the falling
off of the interest and attendance at the meetings
of the American Association for recent years :
accounts for the membership of 2 j 8 at Detroit
as against nearly 1400 at Toronto (and upward
of 2000 when meetings are held in the British
sles) -acco u nts for the absence of such men
at our recent meeting at Billings, Langley ,
�lichelson, :Newcomb, Rem3en,-al1 of whom
were in attendance upon the Toronto meeting,
11embers' fees have risen steadily since the
establishment of these \ssociations until now i n
the A. A . new members pay $8.oo and old mem
bers, $3.00 annually; anti in the B. A. new
members are charged $ 1 0.00 and former mem
bers � 5 .oo each year. In both Associations
only a small part of the membership is con·
tinuous, the remainder bP.ing macle up of people
of the locality, more or less interested in science,
who are willing to contribute something to
scientific research. The fonds reali1.ed by fees
are in both Associations strictly appropriated
to grants made for important scientific investi
gations.
In respect to outside atteftdance the Ameri
can Association is the more free, and apparently
in this regard more fully fulfills the object of
its existence. Anybody rnay attend-all are
coustantly urged to attend--the meeting of the
Association. whether members or not. In the
Hritish Association no one can attend any ses
sion. even the popular eve•1ing lectures, unless
he has become a member and paid ten dollars.

r-.or is this restriction merely nominal. Every
man must show his ticket either upon entering
the general or the sectional meetings until the
ushers become familiar with his face. The ex
cuse for this is that the largest halls and assem
bly rooms are crowded e,·en as it is. and whu
have a better right to attend than members?
At Detroit the rooms were never filled, and
after the first day or so the general public took
little interest in the meetings.
Both \ssociations have the same order of
business -a general session in the morning
followed by the sectional meetings,-ten in the
British and nine in the American Association.
:\[any of the papers might nearly as well be
read in one section as another, and one 1s often
sorely puzzled how to divide his time. A daily
bulletin is printed, and in the morning this 1s
eagerly scanned, especially by the younger
members, and an i tinerary made out for the
day. B.1t. alas for human hopes! this great
man was absent and his paper was read only by
title; that important paper which we came from
home almost on purpose to hear was read out
of its place; and that discussion which we were
so eager to follow called out only second rate
men, while, as we afterward learned, intellectual
giants were wrestling in another arena. Both
bodies are sadly in need of some code of signals
to be displayed si multaneously in all the sec
tions announcing, " J ones is up;" •· �mith is at
last through," etc.
One notes the preponderence of young men
n the A. A. though they are by no means
wanting in the older body. In the latter cer
tainly greater deference to age and eminent
attainment is shown, and this body also knows
how to protect itself better against ignorant
garrulity. 11uch of the work in our own asso
ciation is of a high order, some of it of the very
highest, but it is less uniform. A pushing
ignoramus easily gets to the fr ont. In both
Associations a large number of the so callee!
' papers " are given orally and w i th the freedom and power o f intimate knowledge. Noth
ing is more delightful than to see the most
abstruse subjects simplifierl, expounded, and
applied by an ardent but thoroghly informed
young man whose words are so much " more
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elder than his looks." And with what glowing fication, and compared gold with other metals
countenances and hearty eulogy the veterans in in this regard. 1,; pon sliding screens of large
science listen to and applaud these exposi· size he actually produced the curves of solid
tions'. I could hardly find much di fference be· ification and cooling. By a method analogous
tween these bodies in respect to power and to that of the vitascope he exhibited instantane
charm of oral delivery. This is mainly a mat· ous photographs of the splash produced when a
ter of individual care and purpose. But i n sphere of gold falls into a crucible of molten
England i f a man has neither cared nor planned gold and compared this with the splash produced
to p erfect himself i n oral exposition he is not by a steel projectile when it comes in contact
put forward to represent this side of scientific with a section of armor plate, melts it, and
work. With us the authorities seem to " chance passes through. Finally, passing to the last
it " and are somttimes rewarded by a magnificent part of his lecture,-the distinctively Canadian
success. In Detroit the only popular address metals, gold, silver, copper, chromium, and
was Dr. Gill's memorial discourse upon his iron,-he melted in an electric furnace under a
friend, the lamented Cope. It was a beautiful current of 340 amperes and 230 volts la, ge
and touching tribute, but ill adapted to the time ingots of these metals and boiled and votatilized
and place and heard by few in the vast hall. portions of them, produced some of their alloys,
For years the B . A. has been i n the habit of and showed some of their more important ap
filling the evenings of the week of its annual plications in the industries. Hut this wealth of
sessions with popular lectures and many of illustration nowhere dominated or obscured the
them have been strikin� and monumental ex thought. Ideas, ideas, had everywhere their
amples of scientific exposition. The speakers proper prominence.
h a ve uniformally been trained men of rare and
The great men of the British Association did
brilliant gifts. The Toronto meeting formed no not spare themselves or fail to make real to us
exception. The presidential address of Sir John the clements of their greatness. For example
Evans would have won distinction anywhere Lord .Kdvin is regarded in France and Ger·
for dignity and power, while the gifts of Forbes, many, as well as in this country and England,
Roberts-Austin, and :Milne as scientific lectures as the foremost scientific man of the world, but
are too well known to need repeating. Take as see his record for the third day of the session!
an example the discourse of Roberts-Austin, The meeting in section A began at 1 0 :30 a. m .
the director of the British mint, at l\Jassey Hall, and continued without intermission until nearly
on the metals of Canada. \\' 1th what freedom 3 :oo p. m. Lord Kelvin was an early attendant.
and power he spoke! with what beauty of tone Ile listened attentively to the paper of Dr.
and what pleasing modulations of vr.ice! But Dorsey. of Johns Hopkins on Surface Tension;
his manner was forgotten in the matter of his engaged with spirit in the discussion of Cal
speech. Upon a map fifty feet long especially lendar and Barnes' paper on Specific Heat, and
prepared for the occasion he rapid! y sketched of Callendar and Evans' paper on Argon i n
the mineral wealth of Canada from Nova Scotia .\-Ray Tubes; gave orally and with great energy
to the Klondike. Ile made this real and vivid and affluence of illustration his own paper on
by abundant lantern views of mineral regions the Fuel Supply of the World; again assisted i n
and mining operations. Ile then passed to the the discussion of S . P . Thompson's thesis on
second part of the lecture, the general properties l\ew Varieties of X Rays; and left the hall only
of the metals. Upon this subject he is an ac a little before the adjournment. Thence he
knowledged master, and he had brought to its went. with most o( the Association, to The
exposition a wealth of illustrative material rare Univer�ity Convocation where with due pomp
ly accumul ated at one point. With a l a ntern and ceremony he and Lord Lister and Sir John
bolometer he showed, upon a scale reaching Evans, received thi:: degree of LL D. His
nearly across the immense platform, the mole speech in acknowledgement was easily audible
cular changes in gold during melting and solidi- to the vast audience assembled. From Th�

L.._
_
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Pavilion he hastened to a garden party and was
for a full hour at the mercy of the public, and
always the center of interest and observation.
In the evening he attended the lecture of Rob
erts-Austin and in a speech full of warm appre
ciation moved a vote of hanks to the speaker
of the evening. Altogether, in addition to the
strain of conversation with a multitude of
strangers and of listening to papers upon a
variety of abstruse subjects, he m ust have been
upon his feet speaking upon difficult topics
fully two and a half hours during the day.
What a record for a man of i3 with a life be
hind him of extraordinary activity and useful
ness'. �or was his speech anywhere common
place or perfunctory. The quality of the man
as shown in his life and work appeared in every
sentence. I found I was not alone in being re
minded of the fatal actil'ity of Helmholtz at
Chicago in 1893.
Most of the presidential and other written
addresses showed a high degree of perfection of
form and often of literary finish. English men
of science are ably handing down to the next
generation the noble tradition of English prose
received from such men as Faraday, Tyndall,
and H uxley. Nowhere d d I gain this impres
sion more strongly than in the presidential ad
dress of Forsyth. The American scientific
address is perhaps in the average a thought
less elegant, but is not less direct strong and
adequate. Occasional lapses from the usual
high level may be found in both associations.
To me the supreme moment of the Toronto
meeting was reached at the conclusion of the
address of President Ramsay (the collaborator
with Lord Rayleigh in the discovery of Argon)
in the discussion between him, Vernon-Har
court, and Ira 1<.emsen upon matters brought
forward in the address. l will not attempt to
reproduce it.
With regard to the habits and customs of the
two bodies it is enough to say that in each case
they are indigenous and so suitable. Americans
may be alJowed to prefer the frankness and
simplicity of our customs and forms of address
and the English to like better their own more
elaborate forms and the distinction that grows
o ut of them. For my part I was pleased to see

_

_

--

the Governor-General of Canada and his ex
cellent wife, the Countess of Aberdeen, with
their family and suite, such constant attendants
upon tlle meetings even though they occupied a
raised platform and were seated in chairs some
what better than those supplied to such com
moners as James Bryce, Goldwin Smith, and
other men who have made the nineteenth cen
tury what it is. The constant repetition of,
" Your Excellency, My Lords, Ladies and
Gentlemen," came to seem natural after a
little, and the elaborate vote of thanks after
each paper has much to commend it. To some
it seemed a little strained to don full evening
dress at a scientific lecture in a large bare hall,
mainly darkened for demonstration purposes;
but this ancient custom was rigidly adhered to.
Both associations were fortunate in the time
and place of meeting. The weather, especially
in Detroit, was delightful, both cities are inter
esting and typical American towns; and the
superb High School b uilding of Detroit hardly
inferior in conveniences to the various theatres
and lecture halls of the University of Toronto.
The distance of both these institutions from the
hotels and restaurants made a daily lunch upon
the grounds necessary. The ladies of Detroit
most generously provided an excellent and
abundant free lunch to all members throughout
the week; in Toronto for twenty·five cents one
could get what was universally regarded as tht•
most meager and ill served meal ever provided
on the continent, but which in freedom pie·
turesqueness, and exhibition of fundamental
human passions, kept well to the front the
Toronto superiority.
But the Detroit lunch had another side. It
was so graciously and delightfully served as co
be lifted quite out o f the range of utility into
the region of art, and will remain in the mem
ory, along with Mayor ::\1aybury's exq uisite
speech of welcome, the noble and beautifully
adorned High School building, and the glorious
days and superb moon lit nights, among the
more lasting impressions of the Association
week.
The fellow who has been in college six months
knows vastly more than the one who has taken
a four years' course.
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MACE'S " METHOD IN HISTORY."
G G. IL

TO study history as the scientist studies, is
to look upon a people as a living or
ganism; to trace its evolution from a simple
thing, like Abraham's family, to something
more and more complex, till family, church,
state, school and labor, " The great five-fold
phases of institutional life," have reached their
present wonderful development as complete and
separate organs of community life.
This opinion is re-enforced by reading :\lace's
" Method in History," and we lay down the
book with a deeper conviction than ever, that
" the study of the life of a people in the pro
cess of growth" is " worthy the best endeavors,
and challenges in point of difficulty the strong
est and keenest powers of the mind."
Mace would have the student see the life of
the people ''as an organic whole,'' perceive the
" living relations between events and ideas,
thoughts, emotions." This requires that he
shall find one idea-'' the growth of institu·
tional life "-manifesting itself in the whole o f
history.
Periods should be d ivisions into " smaller
wholes in which some phase of growth
i s dominant.'' " Time-wholes a n d place
wholes " are of value only as they serve
to make clearer the relation of events to the
" Organi.dng idea " of the period.
Separate events are relatively important, not
merely for their individual interest, but accord
ing to the degree in which they are signs or
expressions, results or causes, of the peoples'
thoughts and feelings. To find the place and
rank of events so as to make clear their inte
gral relations is no small part of the problem
that confronts the teacher of history.
Lack of space forbids quoting at length con·
cerning interpretation, co-ordination and sub
ordination, and the benefits to be derived from
these processes carried on in the " O rganization
of history."
The following is a very brief outline of
Mace's illustration of what he means by an
" Organization of the facts of history:''
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ORCAN'IZATION OF THE PERIODS OF AMERICAN
HISTORY.

I. Period of the Growth of Local Institutions.
Explorations.-�ot a co-ordinate phase of institu
tional 1 i Fe.
Determined the Place where European ideas and
institutions were planted.
Formed a basis for Ownership o{ Soil.
Pliases of the Period:In the :s'orthern Group, a movement towards
general clifTuswn o{ rights and privileges.
In the Southern Group growth towards central
ization of rights and privileges.
In the l\liddle Group. a partial blending of these
movements,
Attitude towards English authority the same in
each section.
II. Period of the Growth of Union-Transition
from Isolation to Union.
Phases of the Period:Un ion Against England, 176o· 1783.
On basis of Rights of Englishmen.
On basis of Rights of Man.
Union between the States and the General Gov
ernment, 1785 17'>9
On basis of So,·ereignty of the States.
On basis of So,·creignty of the Nation.

!IL Period of the Development of �ationality
Phases of the Period·Relations between );ationality and Democracy.
A period of Conflict, 1789-1bo3.
Mutual apvroach of Kationality and Demo
cracy, 1800-18�0
Fusion of Nationalit)' and Democracy. r816r840.
Relations bet ween Xationality and Sia, ery.
Slavery gradually grows hostile to National·
ity, 1820· 18.,0.
Sectionalization of interests and sentiments,
1835-18(>0.
Death o{ Slavery and triumph of National
ity, 186o 1870.
Mace's object is " not to:organize the periods
in detail, but to demonstrate the possibilities of
doing so," by showing that a relation exists be
tween the leading events and some dominant
Each point in the above outline he
idea.
develops fully enough to be quite suggestive for a
working plan. For instance, under the head,
" Sectionalization, '' he presents and comments
upon the following sub-topics:Process already begun.
Motive and Results of the Mexican War.
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IIow the discovery of gold in California aided in sec·
tionali?.ing the nation.
Compromise of 18 50.
Kansas Nebraska Bill.
Dred Scott decision.
Lincoln and Douglas Debate.
Other symptoms of the triumph of sectionalization.
Meaning of the Charlf'ston Convention.
Significance of Secession.

(" Method in History," by W. H. Mace, Prof.
of History in Syracuse University. Ginn &
Co., Publishers, Boston an I Chicago).

TRAINING SCHOOL.

T may be of interest to students who have
completed their practice teaching as well
as to those about to enter upon it, to know
something of the workings and arrangements of
this department of the Co lege, for the coming
year, interesting perhaps in the one case to note
changes that have been made, and on the other
hand of value in assisting the student in the
beginning of his work. It is with this thought
that the following statements regarding this
department are submitted.
The Training School is organized with a three
folrl purpose; to provide a school of observation
and practice for intending teachers; to afford
a means of applying known educational doctrine,
and of testing pedagogica theory, and by a
close integration of the c:ourses of study to
bring down to children the enriched courses of
the departments. In this way the teacher will
carry into all grades of the public schools of
the state forces that will give to the child a
many sided development, and a bro2.d culture.
The school is organized with eight grades
and kinderl!'arten. Each grade under the charge
of a competent critic teacher. The present year
opens under very favorable circumstances. The
attendance of children is large, thus insuring
almadant facility for afford ng all students op
portunities to teach. A new course of study
has been entered upon and bids fair to
produce results along the lines above indicated.
This course includes work in· all grades, in his
tory, nature work and litera ure. Students will
be given an opportunity to assist in the arrange
ment of this work and to observe its workings
i n all details.

I
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Training School hours have been made to
correspond to the �formal hour. The school
opening at 8:30 a. m., and closing at 1 1 . The
afternoon session continuing from r to 3, at
9 ·50 each morning and at 2 each afternoon all
rooms have their work in physical training, this
will be carried along under the direction of
Prof. Bowen, working on a well graded plan and
which will culminate at the end of the semester
in certain definite movements and exercises.
Miss Marsh has charge of the music each after
noon, and drawing will be under the supervisioD
of \liss Hall in the morning. In this way it is
hoped to afford students the opportunity of not
only observing work done in all subjects by the
most competent teachers, but of being super·
vised by the same persons.
Teaching will not be entered upon im
mediately, but rather it is the design to spend
the first few days in a preparation for the work
to follow.
As soon as the class is organized at the be
ginning of the semester, subjects will be as
signed to each student, upon which, in accord
ance with definite directions, he will prepare
one or more plans from which he may select
material for his daily work. This is under the
direction of the Director, and with the assist·
ance of the critic teachers these plans are
worked out in a mJnner calculated to be help
ful to the student in collecting m aterial and
presenting the same. Each day at 3 o'clock for
the first two weeks the class meets the Director
for instruction in the more immediate and de
tailed work. This includes an explanation of the
course of study, how to make lesson plans, what
and how to observe, and a review of s11ch psy
chological principles as are needed in the im
mediate work in hand. These lectures are cal·
culated to introduce the student to this, to h ·m,
new kind of work, and aids in a large measure
in remoYing prejudice against practice teach
ing, and in paving the way for successful com
pletion of this part of the course of study. The
great work of the Training School is done by
the critic teacher. Her work is two fold in its
character. She exercises the function of the
ordinary grade teacher in so far as she teaches
and manages a grade, thus affording opportun-
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ity for observation! She directs, observes, and
criticises the teaching of the students.
To these ends then, she teaches exclusively
as follows: Three weeks at the opening of each
semester, one week at the end of each quarter,
and two days of each week. She directs the
student's teaching, requiring written plans of
lessons to be given and by supervising the exe
cution of the same, she is enabled to give needed
and helpful criticism. She may give a clear
exposition of her own teach ing as well as crit
icises the student's own work.
It is to be hoped that students will come to
the Training School with the desire to learn to
apply the pedagogical principles they have pre
viously acquired. It is the wish of the depart
ment to help the student in this and with the
m anifestation of a proper interest on his part
as well as a helpful spirit, teaching may be
made a pleasure.

ENGLISH DEPARTnENT.

I
)

F. A. IJAHBOUR.

T may be of interest to alumni as well as to
students in attendance to note some
changes that have been made in English for the
ensuing year. The course in public speaking,
heretofore a ten week's course, will be extended
to twenty weeks under the name of elocution
and oratory, and will be offered each semester.
The increased interest m oratory and the debate
is quite generally recogni1.ed in colleges and
universities, both east and west. The debate
between the Normal College and Albion Col
lege last semester, in which the decision was in
favor of our Normal students, has given an
added interest to public speaking in the Nor
mal Schools. The course has been extended
not only because of this interest, but because of
the unquestioned disciplinary and culture value
of carefully prepared orations upon questions of
laq,e import. Owing to the extension of the
course in elocution and oratory, the Advanced
Reading will be offered only during the second
semester, a class being formed at the beginning
of each quarter.
Among other changc:s in the elective courses,
Advanced Rhetoric has been dropped and a
course Shakespeare study offered i n the sec
ond semester of the senior year.

There has been an increasing demand in the
school within the last year or two for special
opportunities for Shakespeare study, and it is
thought that the course now to "'.le offered will
be of high pedagogic value to all students who
are speciali1.ing in English. Character develop
ment, dramatic construction, versification. etc.,
will be critically studied through a number of
plays, and students will be far more thoroughly
equipped than has been possible heretofore for
the teaching of Shakespeare in the High School.
Because of this increased opportunity of Shake
speare study in a special course, the ten
week's elective course in Advanced English
Literature will hereafter be largely confined to
nineteenth century authors, thus enlarging the
scope of the sturlent's reading in literature.
In this connection it may be well to call at
tention to the two leading questions which are
under constant discussion at the present time
concerning methods of literary study in the
public schools. lVha 1 should a student read in
preparation for colle 6e, and inseparably con
nected with this question. how shall he read?
That is, is there some special list of English
Classics which the youth should have read be
fore entering college, as our students in Latin
have almost from time immemorial read their
Cresar, Cicero. and Vergil? Should such a list
be an extended one including many books, and
the pupil be trained to read rapidly and to
bring to class a report of the main linP. of
thought of the book read; or, should the read
ing be slow, painstaking, critical, testing the
student's power of interpretation, his ability to
grasp thoughts clearly and accurately? Should
his reading be i11te11si.•c or exlensfre l The
above questions have given rise to apparently
unending discussion, and it is not at all uncom
mon to meet with the statement that teachers
of English are quite unsettled as to method, that
their plans are not clear and definite as in the
case in connection with the study of the An
cient Classics, for instance. It would not be
strange if this were the fact. The rapidly in
creasing interest in the study of English makes
the problem a comparatively new one. There
is not space, of course, within this brief article
to enter upon the discussion of the questions.
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We have arrived in our own mind at two general
conclusions, in keeping with which the studies in
literature at the Normal College are at present
carrier! on. First, an elementary course i n
Engl ish Literature shoul,l afford a n elementary
knowle<li::e of the history and de,·elopment of
that literature. Text-books, howe\'er. contain·
ing a mere historical skctch, periods set off by
dates, by brief characterization, by names of
author, and their works should never be used
otherwise than as mere hand-books of reference.
In connection with the ,l'adi,1,:; <'/ not the , ,,.
111ilfi11g lo m, ,101)· of such a text book, i t is im
portant that some masterpiece, some represen
tative literary type of the periorl, be read i n
class, and if possible other masterpieces o f the
same period read outside of class and reported
upon. See suggestions for such reading upon
pa6e 1 6 of our Year-Rook for 1 89j-98.
Secondly. there can be no question that there
is urgent need for both 1nl1'11si,11 and e:rle11su•e
reading, and that, too, long before the student
has enter�cl upon his college course. Intensive
reading to cultivate critical accuracy, to rid the
student of that most reprehensible habit of be
ing sat:sficd with a half-grasp of an important
thought; on the other hand, extensive reading
to cultivate the power of grasping quickly lead
ing lines of thought, ignoring for a time, unim
portant details. It hardly nee(b mentioning,
I suppose, that the extensive reading should be
of suflicient interest and of sufficient ease of
comprehension to consti ute only a pleasant
task for the pupil, and the intensiYe reading
sufficiently difficult to tes all his power of con
centrated thought.
It may be well, in some later issue of the
Normal '\Icws, to publish 1 list of the readings
suggested for high schools by the various asso
ciations of colleges.
0

Teacher: " Johnny, wha are you boots made
of?" .Tohn: "Of leather.' Teacher: " Where
does the leather come fn,m?"' John: ·• From
the hide of an ox." Teacher: " What animal
then, supplies you with boots and gives yo�
enough to eat?'' John: " !lly father."-E,\·.
An empty bottle as often brings a message of
a wreck on land as at sea.

ANl'iOUNCEMF.NT.
'I'IIIS is a time of unrest. People are wrestling with problems of government as ne,·er
before. No less marked is the educational un
re�t. Educators are constantly pushing out
into new fields of discovery. Hence. arise new
schools of philosophy, which bring about widely
diversed educational systems. At the present
time, perhaps, method ancl device present the
greatest field of nolution. Indeed so change
ah1 e is device, that it is exceptional to find a
Normal School instructor. who teaches a sub
Ject twice with the same plan of presentation.
Those, who would be successful teachers must
keep well informed of the latest and best educa
tional work in progress. How can the teachers
of ;\t ichigan do better than to keep in touch
with the M. S. :-;. C. The State Normal Col
lege . is the recognized centre for the special
training of teachers. Why not, then, receive
inspiration from the highest source? To meet
such a demand, the Xi,:ws will he published
semi monthly during the present school year at
the usual price of 5oc per annum, or 1oc per
copy. The � FWS will em brace two distinct
features; which arc necessary to the best college
journals. The first permanent feature will be
the leading article of each issue. This article
will be on, vital educational topics by professors
of eminent ability. In this issue appears the
report of the "A. ,\, A. S and B. A . .\. S.," by
Prof. E. ,\ , Strong. Pres. R. G. Boone will
give the leading article of the next issue on,
,
" Sociology for Teachers.·
A second important fe� ture of the NEWS is,
that its aim is to he purely an organ of the ;.\! ,
S. X. C., and as an organ of the College, first, i t
will b e a n index o f the State Normal College
instruction-work actually done in the various
departments of the College, second it will be
representative of the faculty, the sturlent body,
and the alumni.
Especial care will be taken to publish items
which are of the greatest interest to the greatest
numbers.
Students, alumni, and patrons, the ::s;oR�l,\L
COLLE< " 1\ ,ws, worth S r.oo per year, will be
furnished you for 5oc. Your patronage is earn
estly invited.

L
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6�n�ra1 Educationa1 Tt�ms.

Dr. J. :'.\1. Rice has assumed the editorship of
" The Forum."
President E. ll. Andrews has lately resigned
his position at Brown University.
It is still an open question as to whether the
next N. E. A. meeting will be at Washington or
Omaha.
Prof. Earl Barnes has resigned from the
Leland Stanford University to travel and study
abroad for several years.
The National Herbartian Society held en
thusiastic meetings in Milwaukee during the N.
E. A. session. It enrolls nearly 2,000 members.
J. M. Greenwood, Supt. of the Kansas City
schools, was elected to the presidency of the N.
E. A. for '97 and '98, at the Milwaukee meeting
in July.
Dean Harry L. Hutchins, of the U. of 1\1.
Law Department, has been appointed by the
regents of Michigan University to fill the posi
tion of president during Dr. Angeli's absence as
Minister to Turkey.
Prof. M. V. O'Shea, formerly professor of
psychology and child study in the School of
Pedagogy at the University of Buffalo, has been
called to the University of Wisconsin, as pro
fessor of the science and art of teaching.
County Supt., George R. Shawhan, has just
edited " The New Course of Study for lllinois
Common Schools." It was compiled by thir
teen educators of the state, selected from the
normal schools, university, county superinten
dents, school superintendents and educational
press.
Dr. E. A. Sheldon, Principal of the Oswego,
N. Y., Normal School, died at his home, Aug.
26. Dr. Sheldon has held his position for 30
years, and at the time of his death was in his
seventy-fourth year. His daughter, Mrs. Mary
Sheldon Barnes, is well known in the educa
tional world.
The Report of the Committee of Twelve on
Rural Schools is now out. It can be had by
writing to Irwin Shepard, Secretary of the N.

E. A., Winona, Minnesota. Single copies by
mail, 25 cents. Ten copies, express paid, at 20
cents each. Fifty copies or more, f. o. b.
Chicago, 15 cents each.
Dr. C. C. Van Liew, and Prof. L. H. Gal
breath, of the Illinois Society of Child Study,
have lately left Illinois. Dr. Van Liew has ac
cepted the position of professor of pedagogy
and principal of the training department in the
San Jose, Cal., Normal. Prof. Galbreath takes
the chair of pedagogy in the University of
Buffalo.
The M. S. N. C. is opening with a boom.
Seven hundred and eighty-eight students were
enrolled up to Wednesday evening, the 1 5 th,
seventy more than at that time last year. A
much larger percent of high school graduates
are in attendance than formerly. R ut, alas for
the boys, whose number in proportion to the
number of girls seems to be even smaller than
usual.
The schedule of classes for the M. S. N. C.
has been arranged on standard time with full
hour recitation periods.
T)le Training School opened the first day
with fifty more children in attendance than
there were enrolled at any time last year. One
hundred students were enrolled u p to Tuesday
morning in the Training Class, ninety-five of
whom will graduate next June on the full Di
ploma Course.
Miss Pearce directed the classes in English at
the Cleary College Summer School.
FACULTY.

A. D. Kennedy had charge of the Drawing at
the Summer School at Cleary College.
Miss Cady, a former critic teacher, was mar
ried this summer, and now makes her home at
Wayne.
Forest H. B. Brown, of '96, has been elected
Assistant in the Natural Science Department of
the Normal.
It is whispered that Mr. Jackson is now con
sidering a petition from the students of Miss
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Ford, requesting that she be permitted to re
main with them another year.

survey of Wayne and Monroe counties for the
State Geological Survey.

Miss Wise spent the greater part of her sum
mer at Chic.ago and Bay View. She was here,
however, a few days, and gave fine examples of
her teaching at the summer school.

Prof. Pease and family spent the summer at
Goderich, Canada.

Pres. Boone gave a series of lectures on So
ciology at :Martha's Vineyard during the early
part of the summer vacation.

i\Iiss Myra L. Bird will teach both voice and
piano this year.
CONSERVATORY.

Miss Cheshire has been added to the list of
teachers of the organ.

Miss Ada V. Harris, formerly supervisor of
instruction in the Normal College Training
School, has accepted a position in Newark, N.
J., as assistant superintenuent of the primary
schools.

Judging from the number of students already
enrolled in the Conservatory, we feel quite safe
in predicting a very successful year for this
popular department.

The :\L S. N. C. is well represented on the
board of visitors selected for the various educa
tional institutions of the �late. Out of seven
boards of visitors, first place on six has been
given to members of the faculty, as follows:
Alma, D. E. Smith; Adrian, W. H. Sherzer;
Albion, F. A. Barbour; Olivet, E. A. Strong;
Hillsdale, B. L. D ' Ooge; Kalamazoo, R. G.
Boone.

Frank Sinclair and Miss Lamb, both of '96,
married.

Jessie B. Montgomery resigned her position
as the seventh and eighth grade critic teacher,
for a similar position at Fort Wayne. Carolyn
W. Norton has accepted the position made
vacant by Mis� Montgomery.

Two new assistants have been added to the
department of Drawing and Geography. Miss
Bertha Hull will assist in the drawing, and
Miss Nellie Anderson in the geography work.
Miss IT ull is a graduate o,. the Illinois State
Normal, at Carbondale, also of the Pratt In
stitute, Ill. Miss Anderson graduated from the
Iowa State Normal, also from the U. of M.
Both ladies come very highly recommended.

Prof. Sherzer spent the first three weeks of
his vacation at Chautauqua. where he conducted
a class in mineralogy. While there . he also
assisted Miss Schryver, who had supervision of
a class i n nature study at the School of Peda
gogy. At a meeting of the Geological Society
of America, which met in Detroit, he gave a
very interesting paper on the Geology o f S. E.
Michigan. Since that time Prof. Sherzer and
Prof. Putnam have been making a geological

Miss Florence Marsh, who has been assistant
director of public school music in Detroit for
several years, has been placed on the Faculty
of the Conservatory, and will have charge of
the music in the Training School and one class
in the Conservatory. Miss Marsh is a very
strong teacher and is a very valuable addition
to the teaching force of the M usic Department.
:'IIJ\ RRIAGES.

Mr. Loren H. Draper and Miss )Iary G .
Hungerford, '93, were united i n marriage Sept.
1 5 th.

Herbert Charles Blount and Katherine Maude
Cady, graduate of the M. S. N. C., were mar
ried Aug. 10, ' 9 7 ,

Burto A. Holden, of '94, superintendent o f
schools, a t Hastings, and l\1iss Mabel Heath,
of '95, were married Aug. 18, '97.

Charles Humphrey Baird and :Miss Sara
Delphine Vorhees, graduate of the M. S. N. C.,
were united in marriage Aug. 26, '97.
Geo. Cooly, of '96, while at the Normal car
ried coal in, but now he carries Woodin. Mr.
and Mrs. Cooly are both teaching at Middle
ville.
Toastmaster Burdick, of '96, is married, and
Arm of Honor Pearce, of '97, is going to be.
The bride of the former and the intended of the
latter are unknown to the l\i:;ws.
Frank Wheeler, who did post graduate work
at the Normal last year, and Miss Gertrude
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Morrell, also of the Normal, were united in
marriage during the last summer vacation.
During the mo11th of June, '96, John F. Rei
man, of '93, received his degree from the U. of
M., was successful in matrimony, and secured
the superintendency of the Monroe schools.
The NEWS extends its congratulations to the
groom for the achievements of his " red letter
month," and its best wishes to the bride, be
cause of her pluck in successfully meeting a
man, whose uppermost, lubricious, superficial
area, presents an obstacle to her disadvantage.
( To be continued.)
With the best of intentions to find suitable
rooms for new Normal girls, two of the S. C. A.
boys kindly assisted two jolly German girls to
their home in southeast Ypsilanti.

The fruit derived from labor is the sweetest
of all pleasures.- Vanvenargues.

the normal flollege rvceum.

The Normal College Lyceum comprises four
literary societies, the Adelphic, the Crescent,
the Atheneum, and the Olympic. All are good,
and furnish equal advantages for self culture.
No student should attend the M. S. N. C.
long enough to get a certificate without joining
a l i terary society. Each one gets work there
which he cannot get anywhere else in the Nor
mal College, and which he cannot afford to do
without.
Nine of the Toastmasters of '97 have re
turned. The Club looks forward to a success
ful year. The officers for this year are as fol
lows:Pres.-A. B. Glaspie.
Vice Prcs.-H. E Agnew.
Sec.-E. E. Crook.
Treas.-A. L. Burt.
Earl Rhodes,
Executive Committee { R. B. Miller,
S. Hotchkiss.
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All members of the College and their friends
are cordially in,·ited to attend the Wednesday
evening prayer meetings at 6:30, local time.
In a short time a reading room will be open
to members of the College. Anyone having a
book which they wish to share may do so by
giving it to the S. C. A. library. "
The regular reception will be held Saturday
evening, September 18, in Starkweather Hall.
This will be very informal, and all are cordially
invited to come and get acquainted.
As soon as possible Bible and Mission classes
will be organized. One of the lady members of
the faculty will have charge of the leader's
meetings of Bible classes. These classes are
made up of young men and women, about ten
in each class, the members in turn acting as
leaders. The course has not been decided on,
but probably will take up the Book of Jeremiah.
One or more Mission classes will be formed ac
cording to the needs. All who are interested in
foreign missions are invited to join tbe class,
and all not interested are invited to join in
order to become interested. If there are any
student volunteers in school, they are requested
to give their names to the president, so the
" Band " may be organized.

n. £. JI. JI.

Manager Glaspie is hustling around securing
new material for his foot ball team. He says
that the outlook is very good for the College
team. \Vaters, Broesamle, \Varner, Richmond,
Lawrence, and Gordon, of last year's team, are
back, and Doxtader, Gibbs, and Chapman, of
last year's reserves, are showing up well. Van
Renner and Leister, of the '95 Normal team, are
back and will be found on the left end and left
half. A lot of new men are working for posi
tions on the team.
The schedule of games is not completed, but
at present stands as follows:FOOT BALL.

t6
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Oct. 2, Michigan vs. M. S N. C.. at Ann Arbor.
Oct. 23, M. A C. vs. M S N C . . at Lansing.
Oct. 30, Albion vs. M. S K C., at Albion.
No,·. 1 3. M. A. C. vs. M. S X. C at Ypsilanti.
Nov. 30, l<alamazoo vs. M S :::,{ C . at Ypsilanti.

It is probable that there will be a game here
before the Michigan game, either with Ann Ar
bor or Detroit lligh School. Hillsdale, Or
chard Lake and Notre Dame have b e e n
challenged for games, but as yet no arrange
ments for games with thc.m have been made.
It is hoped that our foot ball team will have the
support of the whole Co1 lege and that there
will be a large attendanc.! at all games here.
The admission for all home games will be 25c
for gentlmen and 1 5 c for ladies.
A special car will be r11n to Ann Arbor to
the foot ball game, Oct. 2, pro,·ided enough de
sire to attend the game. All who intend to go
please notify :\1r. Glaspie.

Jllumni atqu¢ Jllumna¢.

Cora :\lyrhs. of '95, grades at Delray.
Edith Curtis, of '92, grades at Delray.
R. 0. Austin, of '9z, is Supt. at Saline.
Alice Ball, of '96, is at Ypsilanti, grades.
Anna D. Finch, of '97, teaching at Delray.
Clara Chase, of '97, is at Frankfort, grades.
Nora Br�wer, of '95, is at O wosso, 2nd grade.
Jessie Stiles, of '97, gradts at Traverse City.
Bertha .M. Adams, of '94, is teaching in lowa.
Mabel J. Bishop, of '9 2, is teaching at Cadil·
lac.
Florence Warner, of '97, grades at Traverse
City.
Geo. Pitts, of '95, has returned to the Nor
mal College.
Mae Hathaway has returned for post grad
uate work.
Augusta Biesky, of '95, has returned for post
graduate work.
R. W. Coddington, superintendent of schools
at Carson City.
Rena Bambarough, of '97, has returned to
take work on the Degree Course.

Allie Reinl, of '97, teaches at Ypsilanti.
James M. Mandeville, of '9z, is principal of a
Detroit High School.
Frerl H. Parks has charge of the schools at
Atkinson, U. P., $6oo.
Hertha Fowler, of '95, has commenced her
third year at Elk Rapids.
L. E. Warren, of '96, is teaching science in
the Jackson High School.
A.da Prudden, of'92, has charge of the Science
Department at Ludington.
Mr. Earl Hayner, of '95, returns to Lansing,
Monday, to attend the M. A. C.
Ada Benedict, of '96. has charge of Board
man Ave. School at Traverse City.
CAMP YPSI.

VERY one takes an outing in summer
Some visit fashionable summer resorts
and amidst pomp and splendor while away the
passing hours and days. Others go out into
Nature's own green garden, and there enjoy the
rest of mind and body much needed especially
by Normal students, if not by abnormal ones.
Forty three wiles north of Detroit on the
Detroit & Bay City R. R., lies a sheet of water
covering seventeen hundred acres. The lake is
a pretty one, surrounded, as it is, by sloping
banks covered with oaks, tall and stately, and
with weeping willows bending down to kiss the
smiling waters at their feet. Dotted here and
there with little islands, "crystals rare begirt
with nature's fringe of green," the lake is a par
adise for cottagers and campers.
Here gathered, this year, an assembly not as
far famed as the Chautauqua or Bay View, nor
one whose doings will leave as l asting an im
pression on the year's history; but as an enthu
siastic, jolly, happy, and noisy a crowd as ever
came together. It was composed of twenty
State Normal boys, headed by Mr. Kennedy,
who came along to keep the boys straight, (the
largest job he ever attempted to perform), and
Prof. Wilcox of the !\It. Pleasant Normal, who
was along to assist him . But their efforts were
fruitless, for those boys would persist in falling
into the lake, and in skipping off when there
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was any work on hand. Where they were, only
the boys, themselves, and the Detroit girls, could
tell. They said they went fishi g,
ri,
The " Ypsi. camp " was a model. Situated
on one of the terr.1ced shores, with its dark
green background of towering hills, overlooking
the cotton houses, above which floated the green
and white ; i t made a very pretty picture, a pic
ture that made '· Y1,si." a very popular camp
around the lake.
But i n camp the tim<:s! No! don't turn pale
boys. We're not goinp; to give it away, nor are
we going to tell the stories with which you tried
to gull the unsuspecting cottagers. No ! We're
loyal to Yp�i. camp. We won't tell how Mr.
Bowen pushed off the boat without untying
the rope, or his brother might worry about his
catching cold from his midnight bath. We
won't breathe o f how Mr. Dohany's father was
engaged all last summer, in turning over straw
berries with a stump puller, in order to let them
ripen on one side at a time. or some one might
doubt his truth and veracity. We'll not say a
word of the way Mr. Rhodes found that they
gave reserved seats with boy's pants in Orion,
for the boys made us promise not to do so.
What did we do i n camp? What did we not
do? We sang, we hunted, we fished. we bathed,
we entertained, we played ball. Yes! How we did
play. The green and white floated everywherr.::
on the day we defeated Oxford by a score of 7
to o, and every urchin i n that little town learned
that day, the
\\/ah-hoot Hoo wah'
Wah·hoo! Jioo-wah'
M-1-C 11 Normal.
Ho-rah! Ho-rah' Ho·rah!

Thanks to the strong voices of the .Normals, a
result of the Voice Culture classes no doubt.
Sunday, August r 5 , we entertained Rev. J\'1 or
gan Wood i n camp. He was greatly pleased
with our location. and must have decided that
we knew how to do things right, for i n his
address at the Park Island Assembly in the
afternoon he said, " The prophets went out into
the wilderness, pitched their tents, and camped
just like the State Normal boys have done on
the shores of your beautiful lake." Camped
like we did !
M y ! -Oh!-11y !
The boys
smiled and tried to look real innocent.
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As Morgan Wood sailed away from camp
that day, the boys struck up, " Jesus, Saviour
pilot me.'' Mr. Wood liked this so well that
he requested us to sing at the Assembly in the
afternoon. We promised to do so. It rained.
We were packed in a building down amidst a
r;rowd of 2,000 people.
Hardly breathing
room. Our turn in the program came. Some
of the boys said it was too close. Others, that
one couldn't sing in there. Others, that we did
not get the key. But here, I must be careful,
or I will be giving something away that was
not to be mentioned. But if you did guess the
natural result, , let us say, the boys retrieved
themselves, and made such a hit that they were
i n great demand and welcome at all parties and
entertainments, in several of which they took a
prominent part not at al l to the detriment of
the Normal, either.
One evening we were entertained in the
country, five miles out, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Shoemaker, a couple whose praises the
Ypsi. boys will always sing. Riding out o n a
hay load the twenty boys woke up the country
for miles around, and the wondering farmers
stopped i n open-mouthed amazement to ponder
and finally say, " Wonder where they're takin'
them gol darned lunatics. They hain't on the
right road to Pontiac.'' When we arrived at
Mr. Shoemaker's, and were seated at the dining
table, you sl10uld have. Well' you know how
it was. You know how hungry boys eat, and
especially when they are camping, too. And
the ride home. How we did enjoy it. It was
one of those good old times long to be remem
bered, a time which we wish every Normal stu 
dent might enjoy.
Thus camp life went off until we came to pull
up stakes. We hated to leave the lake and our
new friends. We could take neither with us,
but each and everyone carried away fond mem
ories of Detroit friends, to whom we were
greatly indebted, and pleasant recollections of
the finest l i ttle lake in Michigan.
Ohl Orion lake, most wooderous fair,
A c1 y�tal gem, with settings rare,
Begirt with nature's fringe of green
A glistening mirror with a silvery sheen,
Bespangled, star'ed with diamond light,
Sun kissed by day and glorified by night.

-
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Exp�ri�nc�
fift��n 1e
��ars •
at tbt •
Printing
Businus

1t
1t

•
1t
1t

not count for much
DOES
if your printer lacks .;!,

arilitic ability to produce ef
fective results•"- ,JC .JI. ..iC
Printers, like poets and
artists, are born, not made .;!,
If you wish something ·"'
artistic and strictly up-to-date I
the place where you will get
the best is at .JI. .JI. .tf.
The
Ypsilanti
Commercial
.:,. .,C .-: Job Department.

Tltls magazine is the pro
duct of our press.

t t

MICHIGAN�
�SCHOOL�
�MODERATOR.
nOX"l' BEG l'I'.
DON'T nORHOW IT.
DO;s'"J' LAC'K IT.

A 32 PAGE SEMI-MONTII L Y .
640 Pages Per Year.

It makes poor teachers good, and good teachers
better. It brightens tbe mind and cheers the
heart.
NORMAL STUDENTS should take it, as it
keeps them in touch with the educational
world. Send for sample copy and club rates.

The Moderator and The Normal News $1.75.

H. R. PATTENGILL, Editor,
Lansing, Mich.

Jlrtistic Castt

tells tts own storv

t t

Messrs. J. W. Goddard & Sons, of New
York, manufacturers of the celebrated
Midnight Fast-Black Linings, recently
offered a prize of

$100

in gold

for the best and most artistic advertis
ment of their goods. Mr. B. H. Com
stock of this city decided to enter the
contest and choose The Ypsilanti
Commercial as the paper in which to
place the advertisements. There were
hundreds of competitors from all parts of
the United States. The judges awarded
first place to those appearing in
The Ypsilanti Commercial.

WOULD YOU KEEP UP WITH THE PROCESSION1
-TAKE 'I UL-

c e

:: � �

?

� .

James Near,

&

Stnd¢nts' wood Yard.
Four Foot and Stove Lengths.
Listings at 8 cents per bunch.

K E I�OS E N g .A::-.. D GASOLI NE.
Prices to suit the time.,.

No. 1 16 Hamilton Street.

That is the kind You Want;
Thdt is the kind We Do:
That is the kind That PAYS.
Some things are dear at any price; Inferior
Printing is one of them. Good work costs
no wore if you know where to go. When
you want the best for you money, call on or
address
12J Coosress St. The E. H. Greene Printing Co.

-
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THE BAZARETTE

FJR-S T FLOOR.-Fine Dress Goods, Silk,

Makes a Specialty of

Stationery.

See our Normal Writing Tabs at Sc,
and our Sc, l Oc and l Sc Envelopes.
We have Fine Initial Papeteries.
Fountain Pens, $ 1 .00, $1 .50, and $2.00.
We order the Correct Styles in
Engraved Calling Cards.
Come in and see us.

.;I,

$
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.;I,

Trimmings,
wear, etc.

Hosiery,

Gloves,

Under

SECOND FLOOR.-The finest Millinery

Parlors in the city; we are now showing
our new Fall Hats; Hats tri rnmed to or
der on short notice.

Cloak department 011 same floor.
Capes and J ackets now 011 sale.

�ew

Our Private Banking Department is largely patron
ized by students on account of its convenience. as we are
open at all hours and Saturday evenings until 9 o'clock.
Deposits recei,·ed payable on demand. Ask for a de
posit book. Checks cashed without charge.
Plato says: "An edncation is that which gi\'es to
the body and to the soul, all the beauty and all the per
fection of which they are capable." Now while you
are here attending the needs of the mind, complete
your education of ' ' beautifying " the body at the

DEPARTMENT STORE OF

The BAZARETTE. W. H. SWEET.
The Spot Cash.

E:verythine: in the line of Eatables at
" Spot Oash '' Prices, and alwavs of the very
best quality obtainable.

Tee Cream Soda served cold and clean.
Ice Cream. Fresh Cream and Milk.

Harris Bros & Co.
Orocerles, 1'-\ eats and Bakery.

Facts about

Daking Powa�r.
GR.APE LEAF.

Grape Leaf Baking Powder is a strictly high grade
Grape, Cream of Tartar Powder. The best that money
can produce.

QUEEN ANNE.

Queen Anne Baking Powder is the best 25c Baking
Powder in the world.

THE GEO. H. HARR.IS MFG. CO.

.!;l

1840.
Chas. E. King.

1897.
John G. Lamb.

Charl�s Ring � Co.,
GROCERS.

Dealers in Portland and Louisville Cement,
Calcined Plaster and Plastering Hair.
Y PS I L A N T I ,

M J CII.

J'\rs. J'\a1)a11a,
609 l�llis �tre-e:t.

Dressmaking, Plain Sewing for 8iudents, and mend
ing of all kinds neatly done for both gentlemen and
ladies.

Piano to Rent,
D y t h e week o r hour a t 609 Ellis Street.

T f you wish

to rent a piano it will pay you to make inquiry of us.
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normal fons�ruatory Of music.
FREDERIC H. PEASE, Director.

•

Ladies
Gymnasium Suits
Made from all•wool Imported Serge.

racultq,

Well Sewed. Cut very full.

Price $3.50.

PIANO.

Miss Lulu Loughrey.
Mr. Oscar Gareissen,
Miss Myra Bird,
'.\fr. Felix Lamond
Mrs. Jessie L Scrimger
ORGAN.

\fr. Frederic H. Pease,
Mrs. Bertha Day Boyce,
:\1iss Georgia Cheshire.
VIOLONCELLO.

VIOLIN.

Miss Abba Owen,
Mr. Frank Smith

Mr. Alfred Hoffman

VOICE CULTURE A N D SINGING.

Mr. Marshall Pease, Mr. Oscar Gareissen,
Miss Carrie Towner, :\Ir. an<l :\1rs. Frederic H. !'ease.

We solicit your orders.

E. M. Comstock & Co.,
J28 Congress Strut,

6entlem�n, w� are in it!
SUITS MADE TO MEASURE,

$10, $12, $15 to $18.

SWELL �IC GOODS .IC AND .,IC LOWEST �IC PRICF.S.

Pro( A Loceman.

!TALIA�.

No one can touch us on Underwear, Shirts, Socks,
Gloves, Etc. Everything bought directly from the man
ufa<'turer, an<l no middle man's profit.

.Fo,· Circulars Conurniug Terms and 'lititio11, ajfly
to th,• Dir, dor.

C. S. WORTLEY & CO.

Jftt�ntion !
T h e Yps i lantian Stud¢nts
If you are going to board yourself, you
Discusses Live Themes,

Olves All Important Local News,

Has An Enterprising Normal Correspondent.

, to Normnl !--tudent, and Alum111, t $J • 00 •
Prl'ce f for the School Yrnr,
,
W, M. OSBAI\D, F.dltorund Proprietor.

f e v I' r )' description eXCClllf•rl
JOb Prt' nt'I ng OOf'tttly.
pr irnplly und Ill rt•uson

abh· prlCC'S. Get lln t,bliurnte fron us bolor<• ordering your
ncxl joh of prlntln1t.
LESSONS IN BICYCLE RIDING BY

JOHN WH ITE.

Good bicycles furnished
Inquire of one of the janitors.
Agent for six of the bt>st bicycles made, among
them are Spec ial Sentinel, Model B., and :\Iontrose.
Special rates and prices to students.

E. R. BEAL,

Druggist,

Bookseller,

=
AND STATIONER.

22-1 Congress Street, Opertt llouse Block.

cannot do better than to trade at the
FRUIT HOUSE.
We are headquarters for Fine Fruits,
Confectionery and Baker's Goods.

Amerman & Scott,

NEAR OPERA HOUSE.

228 Congress Street.

John Van Fossent D. D. S.t
DENTAL OFFICE,
Union Block,

Ypsilanti, Mich.

C. F. ENDERS,

PICTURE FRAMING AND Alff GOODS.

A new line of Stationery an<l Toilets Our Envelopes
at 5c are the best quality.

280 Corigress Street.
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The Normal College News

. . . wilJ be i,sul'd on \Vednesday of every alternate week, and will be a periodical of interest to all
students. former �tudt>11 ts, graduat(•s of the ::'II. S. N. C.. and to tea, hers in all branches, \\hether they have ever
Ileen connected \\ith thi, school or not It wtll be of valuable interest to all srndents for the information it gi\'es
or their felJows. and for thf' hnlletins the diff •rnnt professors w,ll ha,e published in it front time to time. 'l'hcsc
outlines, etc., wilJ not be di,tnbutcd so much in classt"S as heretofore where each one "'.1s askNi to contribute
toward the cxp<'nse, hnt wilJ he puhlish,·d in the XEws. thus providing a copy ntcely bound tn a convenient form.
It "'ill interest former student� in that it \\ill bi,e notes about them and their friends whom chcy may ba,·c lost
track of. lt wilJ seem even like a friend to the alumni in recalling. through the alumni 11ot,·s, accounts of their
classmates who are no-. popular educato s husine�s men and women and men and women of professions. To alJ
the teachers of l\lichigan and other statt!s it will he of tho largest scr\'lce, hecause it is an ,·ducalio,wl j>ap,r that
,·numerates among its r<'gular contributors the heads of our <l1fferen1 departments-all educator$ so well·known as
to ;,dmit of no comment, sav,· that they are at the head of their professions and authorities in their lines of work.
Send in your address at once and the price of subscription when convenient.
Our Club l{ates arc as follows:
NoR�IAI. Cor.LEl,K :::-.£\\'s, per year, $ .50.
American l'rimary Teacher, alone ;,1.00, with the XEws Sr. 25.
Modern ::'lfrthods, alone $ r.oo. with the Ni;:ws Sr 25
Michigan School ::.foderntor, alone ;,r.50. with the Ni;:w, S1 75
X E Journal of Education alone :,� 50, with the Kirn s S2 5,,.
Chilcl Study �Ionthly, alone Sr oo, with thte N�:ws � 1 25.
With all, except the J!od,·rat r the price of �ubscription should accompany the addrt'ss.
Send in your name early, and remember that our dub rat�.,· are for a lull cw,·l,·e monrh's suhscription to
t>ach of tht' pap<'rs and for 20 numbers of �ORM.\L <'oLI.EGE �Kws
All Articles for publication should be sent to the Editor, H. G. Lull, 802 Lowell Stre:t. Subscription, and
,·han!(es in address «nd anything in refnence to arl\•ertising to the Business M1nager, H. E, Agnew, 5J9 St.John St.
1 89 7 .

1 891 .

Stuaents, buy your � • �

SAVERY CLUB, � FLOWERS
4 l 5 Perrin St., one block east of the
Normal. .,.,. ,,.,. ,;;t. ,JI.

new llouse.
Jill modern Tmproucmcnts and Eonuenienm.
Dining Room eapaclty, 7s Students.
Eu�rytblng Strictly 'first-elass.
• • • Ratu, the mutual elub Plan.

B. F. SAVERY,

Sec'y and Treas.

MRS. M. M. SAVERY,

Manager.

Where you can have them fresh.
I have a good supply at all times.

CHARLES F. KRZYSSKE,
State Telephone 26.

205 South Washington St.

r. Ii . l)arnun1 () Co.,
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1Honnal $tubcnts:

��

, I B \.\! EI. E l� S.

Lorate<l at t he c-01ner of Congres.,; and
\Va.,�mg-ton !:-itrPets, do hencb) take this
mode of 1•xtending- an ill\itation to the ne,,
a11d old 'orrnal Students to , isit our �tote
and in�pect our �tock
\Ve cairy hc>sidc� o u r regula1 Jewelry
Stock a complete lme of \J usical �lei chan
dise, Leather Coods. Hand Pamted China
and C l,t..;s,, aic, H ur<l & Crane's Fine Sta
tioner). Etc.
\\ e do \\'atC'h. Je,,elry and Clock Re
pairing, guaranteeing s. ti:-fa,tion at prices
that are right.
Remember the place.

r. Ii. l)c1 rno.111 <5 (' o.,

For n10eteen years we have hat!
reason to acknowiuige our obligation to yon for
a constantly increas•ng patronage. We earn
estly solicit a contin,unce o(tht!' sam1·
We take the utmost p,uns to have e, c:rythiog
you want at right pricc:s and refu nd money any
time w'1cn for any reason dc:sirnl.
\\'e have ransac-kcd the: whole country for
second hand text books, to swve you money,
and our stock is the largest we ever had and ) c:t
it is impossible to gc:t enough. or any whet�
near, for all. Hence: we say " Y 011 who ar.:
most anxious to save mone} mml come early

C. W. Rogers,
BOOKS.

1 18 Congress St.

DRU<iS.

COOPER'S Class Album �
For '97, was the Finest Ever Made. Every one satisfied.
CaII and see me when you want a fine Photograph.

Gallery Over Post Office.
Professors, I nstructors, and Students,
of the f1ichigan State Nor1nal College :
\\ e are plta� d to e:,•.tend l c 1dial 1m itation to eae;l1 of )(Ill t o call
and get acquairted and c>xamme >Ur �t
f Books and School Supplie� before pu1cha�ing ebt:>\\he1e
Our Studt.'nt�· RPg1sler 1s open to all. You ,trc ,ill welcomt.' at the
� ·orn1al 13ook Store. Opposite the: .. "'orn1a:.
State Phone No. 1 -4.

J. G EO. ZWERG EL.

.J

